Hiwi: Security Technology Demonstrations

Task Description
As Hiwi in our team you will support us in the preparation of different demonstrations of security technologies which will be shown on some of the biggest technology fairs in Germany and abroad.

Ideal Candidate
The ideal candidate will have:

- The ability to perform some mechanical works such as assembling of electromechanical components and soldering
- Knowledge of the programming language C or python (or at least one other programming language).
- General understanding for embedded systems, security and Linux.

Contact
Carsten Rolfes, carsten.rolfes@aisec.de or
Stefan Hristozov, stefan.hristozov@aisec.fraunhofer.de
Fraunhofer Research Institution for Applied and Integrated Security (AISEC)
Department Hardware Security
Parkring 4, 85748 Garching (near Munich)
Phone: +49 89 322-9986-157
Fax: +49 89 322-9986-299

http://www.aisec.fraunhofer.de